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ABSTRACTNegative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) in PMOStransistors has beome a major reliability onern in nanome-ter sale design, ausing the temporal degradation of thethreshold voltage of the PMOS transistors, and the delayof digital iruits. A novel method to haraterize the de-lay of every gate in the standard ell library, as a funtionof the signal probability of eah of its inputs, is developed.Aordingly, a tehnology mapping tehnique that inorpo-rates the NBTI stress and reovery e�ets, in order to ensureoptimal performane of the iruit, during its entire life-time, is presented. Our tehnique, demonstrated over 65nmbenhmarks shows an average of 10% area reovery, and 12%power savings, as against a pessimisti method that assumesonstant stress on all PMOS transistors in the design.
Categories and Subject DescriptorsB.8.2 [Performane and Reliability℄: Performane Anal-ysis and Design Aids
General TermsReliability, Performane, Design
KeywordsNegative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI), Signal Prob-ability, Tehnology Mapping, Area, Delay
1. INTRODUCTIONWith transistor saling into the sub-65nm tehnology node,the impat of NBTI (Negative Bias Temperature Instabil-ity) on temporal iruit performane has beome extremelyimportant. NBTI an be explained by mehanisms relatedto the generation of interfae traps in PMOS transistors dueto the dissoiation of Si � H bonds along the oxide inter-fae, and has beome a major reliability onern. The e�etsof this phenomenon are maximized when the gate-to-sourevoltage, Vgs, aross a PMOS transistor equals �Vdd, and isaelerated by elevated operating temperatures. NBTI man-ifests itself as an inrease in the transistor threshold voltage,�This researh was supported in part by the NSF underaward CCF-0541367, and by the SRC under ontrat 2007-TJ-1572.
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ausing the drive urrent to derease. This auses the logigates to slow down, and the ritial paths may no longer beable to sustain the required timing.While there have been several di�erent physial expla-nations for the NBTI mehanism, leading to various mod-els [1,2,3,4,5,6,7℄, most of them have shown that the PMOStransistor threshold voltage rises logarithmially with time,leading to about 25-30% inrease in its value after 10 years.The extent of threshold voltage degradation is strongly de-pendent on the amount of time for whih the devie has beenstressed and relaxed, sine the generation of traps under neg-ative bias stress is followed by annealing of the traps duringreovery, (i.e., when the stress is relaxed). Ciruit simula-tions using these models have shown that NBTI auses thedelay of digital iruits to worsen by about 10% [1,8, 9℄.A general solution to maintaining optimal performaneunder the inuene of NBTI has been to redue the delay ofthe ritial paths through the use of gate sizing [3, 9℄. Thework in [9℄ formulates a nonlinear optimization problem todetermine the optimal set of gate sizes required to ensurethat the iruit runs at its delay spei�ation, after 10 yearsof operation. The work is based on a model for NBTI, thatignores the e�et of reovery, in omputing the thresholdvoltage degradation. The model umulatively adds the timefor whih the gates are stressed during their entire lifetime,and estimates the threshold voltage degradation, assumingthat the gates are ontinuously stressed for that duration.Hene, their results show that the inrease in the iruit areais rather weakly dependent on the signal probabilities of thenodes, and assuming that all gates in the iruit are alwaysNBTI a�eted (worst ase design) does not signi�antly af-fet the �nal solution. The authors onsider the gate sizesto be ontinuous, and show that an inrease in area of about8.7%, as ompared to a design that ignores NBTI e�ets, isrequired to meet the target delay.We observe that the above idea an be readily used inother transforms, suh as tehnology mapping, by replaingthe nominal value of the delays of the gates in the standardell library, with the delay under worst ase NBTI. The tar-get frequeny is given to the synthesis tool, and tehnol-ogy mapping an be performed using these NBTI-a�etedlibrary ells to produe a iruit, whih is struturally dif-ferent from that obtained using the sizing algorithm in [9℄,but is funtionally equivalent, and meets the timing.However, we �nd the onlusion that the delay is indepen-dent of signal probability does not hold, under a model thataptures the healing of NBTI, on removal of the appliedstress. This happens frequently in a iruit: for example,when the input signal to a CMOS inverter hanges from logi0 to logi 1, the Vgs stress is relaxed from �Vdd to zero. Thereovery in threshold voltage on removing the applied stress,an be explained by physial mehanisms related to anneal-ing of interfae traps, and reformation of Si�H bonds. Ex-periments in [2, 7℄, and subsequently the models in [1, 3, 4℄,have shown that onsidering the e�et of annealing and re-



overy has a signi�ant bearing on the overall NBTI impat.Further, the work in [9℄ merely omputes the frationalinrease in the area of eah gate on an existing design, (im-plying a library onsisting of in�nitely many sizes of eahgate), to ounter the temporal degradation aused by NBTI.Instead, our work relies on integrating the e�ets of NBTIstress and reovery into iruit design at a muh earlierstage, i.e., during tehnology mapping. Sine a digital ir-uit onsists of millions of nodes with di�ering signal prob-abilities, it is essential to estimate the delay of the gatesin the library based on their input node signal probabili-ties, and use these delay values during tehnology mapping.We present a novel model to estimate the delay degradationof every gate in the standard ell library, as a funtion ofthe signal probabilities of its input nodes. Aordingly, ourpaper proposes an approah to modify the proess of teh-nology mapping, based on the signal probability (de�ned asthe probability that the signal is low1and denoted by SP)of the nodes in the iruit. The SP values of the primaryinputs an be determined, based on RTL-level simulationsand statistial estimates. The SP values at every other nodein the subjet graph are alulated aordingly, and this in-formation is used to hoose the best gate to meet the timingat eah node.The e�etiveness of this sheme is ompared with theworst ase NBTI library based synthesis approah, wherethe delay of every gate in the standard ell library is re-plaed with its equivalent NBTI a�eted value, omputedby assuming that the PMOS transistors are ontinuouslystressed, and tehnology mapping is performed using this li-brary. Our results indiate that an average 10% reovery inarea an be obtained using the SP based method, as opposedto the worst ase NBTI based method.
2. NBTI MODELING AND LIBRARY CHAR-

ACTERIZATIONIn this setion, we present an overview of the NBTI modelused to alibrate the delay of the gates in the standard elllibrary. We �rst haraterize the threshold voltage, denotedby Vth, of the PMOS transistors, as a funtion of the num-ber of interfae traps, whih is further dependent on theprobability that the input to the PMOS devie is low. Weobtain a look-up table of Vth versus the signal probability,SP, and use this look-up table to estimate the threshold volt-age degradation of eah PMOS transistor in the gate, basedon the nodal signal probabilities, and thereby ompute thedelay of every ell in the library. The delay of eah standardell in the library is preomputed as a funtion of the SP ofeah input node, and an be referened aordingly, duringtehnology mapping.The extent of threshold voltage degradation as a funtionof the number of interfae traps is alulated from [1℄ as:�Vth = (m+ 1)qNITCox (1)where Cox is the oxide apaitane, NIT is the number ofinterfae traps, and m is the additional fator added dueto mobility degradation. The NIT omputations are ap-pliable to deterministi waveforms, whose exat nature ofstress and relaxation are known. However, it is impossibleto predit the exat input pattern for digital iruits, sinethe input waveforms are random in nature, and an merelybe represented using statistial information, suh as signalprobabilities and ativity fators or swithing probabilities.1Conventionally, the signal probability has been de�ned asthe probability that the signal is high. However, sine NBTIstress on PMOS devies is aused by logi 0 signals, foronveniene, we de�ne SP as the probability that the signalis at logi zero.

Hene, these random waveforms are onverted into equiv-alent deterministi periodi retangular signals [1℄ by en-suring that the signal probabilities of the random waveformand that of the deterministi periodi waveform, i.e., theumulative o�-times for both the waveforms are the same.The method is explained in detail, and proven analytiallyas well, for square waveforms, in [1℄, and is pitorially shownin Fig. 1. For onveniene p and q are hosen to be integralvalues suh that the time period of this periodi waveformis qt0, where t0 is the time step value used for simulations,and pq , i.e., the signal probability or the o�-time duty yleof the periodi waveform, is equal to SP, where SP denotesthe signal probability of the random waveform.
Random waveform

Equivalent periodic rectangular waveform 

PSfrag replaements0 pt0pt0qt0 qt0qt0 2qt0 nqt0 (n+1)qt0Figure 1: A random waveform (with signal proba-bility = SP) and its equivalent periodi retangularwaveform with the same stress duty yle ( pq = SP).The above method estimates the number of interfae trapsNIT , by assuming that stress is applied on the PMOS deviefor the period between nqt0 and (nq+p)t0, and is followed byrelaxation from time (nq+p)t0 to (n+1)qt0, for n = 0,1,2...,as shown in the �gure. From [1℄, NIT at any time jt0 (wherej is a positive integer) for this periodi waveform is given bythe equation: NIT (jt0) = sjNIT (t0) (2)and sj for any j = nq + i is given by:snq+i = 8<: (i+ s6qn) 16 0 < i � psnq+p+snq( i�p2i )0:51+( i�p2i )0:5 p < i � q (3)
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PSfrag replaements jV thj(V) Signal ProbabilityFigure 2: jVthj versus signal probability (SP) for a65nm PMOS transistor.Using the above method, random waveforms at the gateinput nodes are equivalently represented as deterministiwaveforms with the same SP values, and the number of in-terfae traps, and the Vth values, after 3�108 seonds (�10years) of NBTI stress and relaxation are omputed, usingt0 = 0.01s and q = 100 in the above equations. This pro-ess is repeated for di�erent values of SP, (i.e., p rangingfrom 0 to 100, suh that SP (= pq ) varies from 0 to 1,in steps of 0.01) to obtain a plot of jVthj versus SP for a65nm PTM transistor [10℄, as shown in Fig. 2. The nom-inal value of jVthj is 0.365V, while the value of jVthj underonstant NBTI stress, (also known as stati NBTI stress or



DC stress), is 0.456V. The urve shows a steep rise nearSP = 0.01. Although SP = 0.01 orresponds to 3�106 se-onds of stress, and approximately 3�108 seonds of relax-ation umulatively, the stress e�et is more dominant thanthe relaxation e�et, and hene the amount of time for whihstress is applied in this ase is suÆiently large enough toause a signi�ant amount of trap build-up.A look-up table of Vth versus SP is built for di�erent valuesof SP, ranging from 0 to 1. Clearly, SP = 0 orresponds tothe ase where there is no NBTI impat, and is referred toas the nominal ase, while SP = 1 orresponds to the asewhere the gate is under ontinuous DC stress, and henerepresents the worst ase NBTI.Sine the SP at a gate input, and hene the delay, dependson where the gate is plaed in the iruit, a haraterizationof gate delay as a funtion of the input node signal proba-bilities, is neessary. This is ahieved by �rst omputing thethreshold voltage of eah PMOS devie in the gate as a fun-tion of the nodal SP values, and performing SPICE baseddelay simulations on the gate with the modi�ed Vth values.Thus, the NBTI-a�eted delay of eah gate in the libraryan be haraterized. We provide an overview of the e�etof NBTI on di�erent lasses of logi gates, namely NAND,NOR and inverters, in the next subsetion.
2.1 Inverters:
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2.2 NAND Gates:The behavior of NAND gates is similar to that of inverterssine they onsist of a single PMOS transistor between theoutput node and Vdd. The SP of node Ii, denoted as SPi,determines the Vth of the PMOS transistor onneted tothat node only2. Aordingly, the rise delay Di of the gate,de�ned as the delay of the transition from input node Ii to2The worst ase rising transition of a NAND gate from Ikto O ours with I1 = I2 = .. = Ik�1 all at Vdd, i.e., thePMOS devies are all o�. Hene, Dk depends on SPk only.

the output node O, is a funtion of SPi, as shown in Fig.4(a). The rise delay of a two input NAND gate after 10 yearsof operation, as a funtion of the input SP, is plotted in Fig.3(b). The upper urve plots the delay D2 from node I2 tothe output node O, as a funtion of SP2, while the lowerurve plots the delay D1 from node I1, as a funtion of SP1.The shape of the plot is similar to that of the inverter urveshown in Fig. 3(a). The fall transition ours through theNMOS devie stak and is largely una�eted by NBTI.PSfrag replaements
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IkSP3D3I3P1P2P3 (a) NAND gate (b) NOR2() NOR3Figure 4: Shemati of (a) a k�input NAND, and(b) a two input NOR.
2.3 NOR Gates:Unlike the NAND gates or the inverters, whih onsist of asingle PMOS devie between Vdd and the output node, NORgates onsist of PMOS staks, and hene the steady states ofthe intermediate nodes determine whether eah individualtransistor is under negative bias stress or relaxation. Theanalysis for two input NOR gates is presented below:
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Figure 5: Rise delay of a two input NOR gate versusSPi, taking into aount the NBTI e�et, after 10years of operation. The urves plot delay versus SP2for SP1 = [0, 0.33, 0.67, 1℄.Let us onsider a two input NOR gate represented as O= I1 + I2, whose shemati is shown in Fig. 4(b). Theprobability that the upper PMOS transistor, i.e., the oneonneted to I2 in Fig. 4(b) is under stress is simplyp(I2) = SP2 (4)sine its soure is always at Vdd. However, the probabilitythat the lower transistor is NBTI a�eted is given byp(I1) = SP1 � SP2 (5)sine the probability of its soure being at Vdd depends onthe probability that the gate input at I2 is 0. Thus, stakingredues the impat of NBTI.The delay of a two-input NOR gate as a funtion of theinput SP values is shown in Fig. 5. The worst ase rise delayafter 10 years of operation, is omputed as the delay fromnode I2 to the output node. The delay depends on the Vth of
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size = b size = bsize = dsize =  size = esize = f size = f(a) Area = 7.4�m (b) Area = 11.6�m () Area = 9.8�mFigure 6: Results of tehnology mapping for C17 benhmark: (a) shows the result for nominal synthesis,whih results in a iruit that fails with aging, while (b) shows the result for worst ase NBTI synthesis, and() indiates the result for SP based synthesis. Note that \a" represents the minimum size for a partiulargate and \b", \", \d", et. represent gates of higher sizes.all transistors in the stak, and is hene plotted as a funtionof both SP1, and SP2. When SP2 = 0, there is no trap build-up for the PMOS transistor onneted to node I2, and theprobability that its drain is at Vdd is zero. Consequently, thesoure of the transistor at node I1 is never at Vdd, and thereis no trap build-up for the PMOS devie onneted to I1 aswell. Hene, the rise delay is equal to its nominal value. Forthe remaining ases, the rise delay inreases as a funtionof SP1 and SP2, as shown in the �gure. It is evident fromthe above expressions that pin reordering an be performedto ensure that the nodes with higher SP values are plaedloser to the output node, thereby minimizing the overalldelay degradation of the gate. The analysis for three-inputNOR gates an be performed similarly, and is omitted dueto spae onstraints.For omplex gates, a ombination of the analysis for NANDand NOR gates is performed to haraterize the delay as afuntion of the input signal probabilities. The next setiondesribes the logi synthesis mehanism using the above li-brary haraterization, and the results obtained.
3. NBTI-AWARE TECHNOLOGY MAPPINGIn this setion, we desribe the proess of tehnology map-ping using the smallest ISCAS85 benhmark C17, as an ex-ample. The benhmark onsists of �ve inputs i0, i1, i2, i3,and i4. There are two primary outputs, y9 and y10. Thelogi funtion omputed by this iruit is given as follows:y9 = (i1 + i4) � (i2 + i3)y10 = i0 � i2 + i1 � (i2 + i3) (6)The subjet graph for C17 obtained through SiS [11℄, us-ing a NAND2-NOT representation. Tehnology mappingis then performed, using a 65nm PTM [10℄ based standardell library, onsisting of 10 NOT gates, 6 NAND2 gates,6 NOR2 gates, 5 NAND3 gates, 3 NOR3 gates, 3 AOI22gates, 3 AOI12 gates, 3 OAI22 gates, and 3 OAI12 gates ofvarying sizes. A large library set onsisting of di�erent gatesof varying sizes is hosen, to provide the synthesis tool withdi�erent options to implement a given logi one. The delayof eah of these gates in the library is preharaterized asa funtion of their input signal probabilities, at eah of theoriginal data points. The overhead in preharaterizing thelibrary depends on the original number of orners at whihthe delay was haraterized, and an be redued by usinglinear models with respet to the signal probabilities, whihprovide an aurate �t, as an be observed from Figs. 3(a),3(b), and 5.During tehnology mapping, the logi one for eah nodean be implemented in various struturally di�erent ways, to

realize the same funtionality. The mapping tool omputesthe area and the delay of eah of these realizable strutures,using data from the standard ell library, and performs a\best math" searh over the andidate gates, based on theoptimization onstraints (minimum area, minimum delay, alinear ombination of both, et.). The best math is re-tained and the orresponding input binding is preserved.This proedure is repeated over all nodes in the overingphase, in a primary output to primary input order, suhthat the fan-out nodes for a partiular node are synthesizedbefore mapping the node itself. This step is followed byglobal area reovery, and fanout-optimization, during whihthe gate sizes are altered. A bu�er insertion step is also per-formed to further optimize the iruit (This step does nothange the SP values of the existing nodes.). Three di�erentobjetives are used to synthesize the iruits, namely:� Nominal Synthesis: Tehnology mapping is realizedusing the nominal timing library, where the delay ofeah gate at time t = 0 is used. It must be notedthat iruits designed using this method fail well beforetheir lifetime, due to the NBTI indued temporal delaydegradation.� Worst ase NBTI Synthesis: Tehnology mappingis performed using the NBTI-a�eted timing library,where the worst ase delay of eah gate omputed after10 years of ontinuous NBTI stress, is used, instead ofthe nominal delay values.� SP based Synthesis: Tehnology mapping is per-formed using the SP information at eah node to hoosethe gate with the least area overhead to meet the tim-ing requirement. The delay of the gates in the libraryas a funtion of SP, is preomputed in the form of lin-ear best �t-urves.The input parameters to the synthesis tool and the resultsof tehnology mapping, for eah of these three ases for agiven target delay, are desribed below, using C17 as thetest iruit. The target delay is hosen as 70ps for this ase.
3.1 Nominal SynthesisThis orresponds to the ase where the nominal delay ofeah gate is used during tehnology mapping. The �nal re-sult of the synthesizer is shown in Fig. 6(a). The area of theiruit, omputed as the sum of the widths of all transistors,is 7.4�m, and all the gates used in the iruit for mappingare minimum sized (of size \a"). The nominal synthesismethod is onsidered for omparison purposes only, sine



iruits designed using this sheme are not NBTI-tolerantand fail to meet the timing after a ertain period of time,due to the temporal degradation aused by NBTI.
3.2 Worst case NBTI SynthesisIn this ase, the rising delays of the gates in the libraryare replaed by their NBTI-a�eted value, after 10 years ofontinuous stress, while the falling delays remain unaltered.SPICE simulations are performed with the Vth value orre-sponding to onstant DC stress in the Vth-SP look-up table,(i.e., Vth = 0.456V), and the orresponding delays are usedin the timing library, instead of the nominal values. Ex-petedly, larger sized gates must be used to meet the timingrequired, resulting in higher area as ompared with the nom-inal ase. The mapped iruit for C17 is shown in Fig. 6(b).The size of eah gate is shown in the �gure, and it is evidentthat the gates along the ritial path must be appropriatelysized to meet the timing onstraints. The �nal area of theiruit is 11.6�m.
3.3 SP based SynthesisFor the SP based synthesis, it is vital to propagate theSP information aross all nodes based on the logi funtionbeing realized. This step is performed on the subjet graphin SiS, whih onsists of a NAND2-NOT based deompo-sition of the iruit. The SP for the primary inputs areassigned initial values, determined by RTL level simulationsand statistial estimates (0.5 in our ase), and these valuesare propagated along the various nodes in the subjet graphin a PI-PO (primary input-primary output) order. Duringtehnology-mapping, the SP values of the nodes are passedto a funtion that determines the delay of the various logistrutures that realize the logi one. The best-delay mathis subsequently obtained and the orresponding gate thathas the minimum NBTI-impat is hosen. The above stepis repeated globally, until all nodes have been mapped totheir best mathes. The �nal mapped iruit for C17 isshown in Fig. 6(). The area for this ase is 9.8�m. TheSP based synthesis requires 15% less area as ompared withthe worst ase NBTI synthesis, for a partiular target delay.The experimental results for the SP based and worst asesynthesis methods, obtained over di�erent ISCAS85 andLGSYNTH benhmarks, are presented in the next setion.
4. RESULTSThis setion presents the results of tehnology mappingusing a PTM [10℄ 65nm tehnology node based library, forthe worst ase NBTI, and SP based synthesis. The resultsare shown for some ISCAS85 and LGSYNTH benhmarksin Table 1. The target delay for eah benhmark is set suhthat it lies in the region of the area-delay urve where theperentage hange in the area is omparable with the per-entage hange in the delay, thereby providing sope for op-timization. The area (alulated as the sum of the transistorwidths of all gates) and the sum of ative power (omputedusing the formula P = fCLV 2dd�, where f = frequeny ofoperation, CL = loading apaitane, Vdd = supply voltage,and � = ativity fator or swithing probability), and leak-age power (omputed using the formula L = (Isub+Igate)Vddover all input ombinations, where Isub is the subthresholdurrent, and Igate is the urrent due to gate-leakage), arereported for eah iruit. The olumns titled \Savings" es-timate the amount of area or power that an be reoveredusing the SP based synthesis as against using the worst aseNBTI synthesis. Most benhmarks result in better area andpower when synthesized using the SP based method, as op-posed to the worst ase NBTI synthesis. Although, tehnol-ogy mapping was performed to obtain a iruit with mini-mal area, the objetive funtion an be modi�ed to minimizethe ative power, leakage, et. The table shows an averageof 10% reovery in area and an average of 12% savings in

power (ative + leakage) for the benhmarks, due to sig-ni�ant redution in the total devie size, and apaitane.The results indiate that onsidering the SP values duringtehnology mapping has a signi�ant bearing on the iruitgenerated during logi synthesis.The area versus delay urve for varying target delay valuesis shown for the SP based synthesis and worst ase NBTIsynthesis methods for the LGSYNTH benhmark b1 in Fig.9. It must be noted that the �gure only shows the entrallinear region of the area-delay urve, where the perentagehange in area is omparable with the perentage hangein the delay. The target delay of the iruits is hosen tolie in this region, sine eÆient area-delay trade-o�s anbe ahieved here. Beyond this region, either the area orthe delay overhead is large, thereby leading to a suboptimaldesign. The upper urve represents data for the worst aseNBTI synthesis, while the lower urve orresponds to SPbased synthesis. In this region, learly the area of the SPbased synthesis method is less than the area of the worst aseNBTI library based method by about 10%, for any targetdelay. Aordingly for a target delay of 108ps, 11% areasavings an be obtained as seen from the �gure.
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Table 1: Results of Tehnology Mapping for ISCAS85 and LGSYNTH benhmarksBenhmark Target Delay (ps) Worst ase NBTI Synthesis SP based SynthesisArea (�m) Power (�W) Area (�m) % Savings Power (�W) % SavingsC17 70 11.3 0.8 9.8 12% 0.7 10%C432 790 594.3 57.2 548.4 8% 52.7 8%C499 648 1192.9 57.1 1075.7 10% 52.2 9%C880 610 636.2 121.7 588.5 7% 107.8 11%C1355 735 1282.2 122.0 1051.8 18% 99.2 19%C1908 860 1234.6 122.5 1191.7 3% 117.2 4%C2670 765 1347.1 127.7 1337.9 1% 127.5 0%C3540 1100 2569.8 256.4 2057.4 20% 206.2 20%C6288 3200 4356.2 448.0 3817.5 28% 387.4 14%C7552 990 4009.9 409.0 3858.4 4% 394.2 4%majority 110 19.2 1.6 16.4 14% 1.2 25%b1 108 27.1 2.8 24.0 11% 2.2 23%deod 151 143.4 11.9 118.9 17% 9.2 22%ordi 297 162.9 13.1 152.1 7% 12.6 4%alu2 923 760.2 74.3 691.3 9% 65.5 12%apex6 365 1080.9 98.0 1044.2 3% 90.2 8%des 620 8738.4 891.0 8657.1 1% 866.0 3%alu4 940 1498.6 149.0 1302.1 13% 126.2 15%too large 545 1582.1 153.4 1511.0 4% 140.7 8%vda 480 2088.0 243.1 1966.7 6% 222.6 8%Average 10% 12%
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Figure 8: Temporal degradation of C432.to an optimized iruit that minimizes the area and poweroverhead to ensure enhaned reliability up to 10 years.

5. CONCLUSIONNBTI has now beome an important reliability onern iniruit design. Its deleterious e�et on the PMOS transis-tors has aused iruit delays to worsen by about 10%, after10 years of operation, thereby foring designers to relax thetarget frequeny of operation, or seek solutions to sustainoptimal performane. Our work proposes a method to per-form tehnology mapping, by taking into aount the exatNBTI e�et, and its dependeny on the amount of time forwhih the gate has been stressed and relaxed. The delay ofthe gates in the standard ell library is represented as a fun-tion of the input node signal probabilities, and this informa-tion is used to perform optimization during tehnology map-ping. Aordingly, iruits are synthesized to ensure optimalperformane during the entire lifetime of around 10 years,despite NBTI indued temporal degradation. The results ofthis SP based NBTI-aware synthesis sheme are omparedwith a worst ase NBTI library based synthesis, and thearea-power savings that an be ahieved are reported. Ourexperimental results indiate that an average of 10% savingsin area and around 12% savings in power an be ahieved

using this method.
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